


1. Open lobby - Green valley
2. Grooves, striations that create material transitions

3. Facade gardens
4. Solid faces for thermal comfort

5. Terraced roof - Coee Shop - The Peak
 

MR21 was designed with the conceptual premise of taking an au- tochthonous and 
iconic element of the city of Seattle, WA, so that the building reflects the identity of 

the city; Mount Rainier was the inspiration for this goal.

TThe organic movement formed in the folds of the mountain was used as an analogy 
in irregular sequences, which can be seen re- flected in the entire facade in dialogue 
with the structure of the building. In addition, the lobby space and first levels are 
config- ured as wide, open and welcoming spaces in reference to the green valleys 

at the base of Mount Rainier.
Mount Rainier. Seattle, WA.

 

Abstraction of Mount Rainier



The materials used in the facade are 
eco-friendly, such as the DensGlass 
panels that forms the solid parts of the 
facade and semi-transparent blue 
photovoltaic glass panels for natural 
illumination and to reduce the building’s 
impact on the environment, by 
suppsupplying a percentage of the building’s  
electricity demand and also store energy 
for the months of the year  where there 

are fewer sun-exposure hours.

In addition to the mentioned materials, 
we also use Roddapaint colour palettes, 
certified by LEED, interior gardens in the 
dierent levels and the use of endemic 
species from the North-Pacific region 
and the Seattle area, such as the Dalia 
flower and the Tsuga tree, the collection 
ofof rainwater by the slope tshaped facade 
to help the irrigation system and also 
save 30 percent of water consum as and 
bicycle parking spaces to promote 

alternative transportation.

Color Palette

Dens Glass Dalia Flower

Photovoltaic Glass Panels Tsuga Tree



The internal circulation  distribution, allows the user to 
move in a comfortable and practical way within the 
spaces, connecting them in optimal ways,  and oering 

the visuals and sensations created by the facade.
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